2022 AIfE Inaugural
Newsletter
IT'S A NEW YEAR AND WE ARE PROUD TO BE LAUNCHING OUR
FIRST NEWSLETTER! STAY TUNED FOR QUARTERLY UPDATES.
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We are a non-profit research and thought
leadership organisation focused on the
entrepreneurship prospects of new industries
and technology on a broad strategic basis.
We exist to drive entrepreneurship in Africa through
thought leadership sessions, and analytical and ecosystem
facilitation workshops with a focus on capturing the best
opportunities in new industries.
AIfE seeks to be innovative, fearless, and nimble,
measuring its results on a global basis. We are
entrepreneurs dedicated to entrepreneurship and
opening fresh avenues of opportunity. The NGO engages
with its partners in double loop thinking and a blue ocean
approach. As a research institute, the organisation is
vested in new technology and a digital future, and our
teams actively seek digital scalable connections.
AIfE’s core commitment is to social impact and addressing
inclusion on a systemic basis for women, youth, PWDs and
SMMEs and is dedicated to ecosystem engagement and
‘radical collaboration’.
In 2021/2022, our focus is on uncovering the potential of
the growing drone industry in South Africa and our
research has been compiled into our latest publication.
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Work we’ve done
Our 2021/2022 Drone Industry In South Africa: The Potential of the
Unmanned Aviation Industry publication is full of insights from industry
experts, uncovering different ways that drone technology has the
potential to create much-needed employment opportunities in South
Africa spanning across a variety of industries, and has made African
Institute for Entrepreneurship (AIfE) an expert in the drone industry in South
Africa.
To download your free copy of the publication, visit
http://eepurl.com/hLoC79

The value is in the offshoots
One of the most important findings of the study
was that the breath of opportunities is not just in
the flying of drones, or the physical drones
themselves, but the ancillary services that drones
call for.
Below is the 2021-2026 International Drone
Market Size and Forecast, as indicated by
Droneii.com (5 August 2021) and used with their
permission. What this indicates is that the
opportunities in the industry are enormous,
estimated to reach US$41.3b by 2026 with
drone-driven services making up 79.3% of the
market share. These drone services may include
drone education, delivery, system integration,
insurances, test sites, marketplaces or even
blogs.
The second largest market share of 16.4% is
focused on hardware, which includes drone

platforms such as agriculture, passenger drones,
safety and security, and drone system
manufacturers that create the drone systems
and components.
Software takes up the smallest segment of the
drone industry at just 4.3% and includes
operations management, data analytics and
navigation.
The drone environment encompasses various
areas and will require supporting industries that
contain deep expertise in aerospace hardware
design, complex electronic systems, and
cutting-edge software engineering. The drone
ecosystem is much larger than you would first
imagine. It’s not simply the drone operators that
we will need. There is a complex industry that will
emerge around drone technology.
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South Africa needs the drone
industry now
Around the world, aviation is tanking. We need new ideas, new industries,
new businesses.
We need new solutions in South Africa. Our
unemployment rate has hit 34,9% – and youth
unemployment is especially distressing. New
industries mean new jobs, new businesses, new
ancillary businesses, and economic stimulation.

The drone industry is expected to
reach US$41.3 billion by 2026. We
need to pivot traditional aviation,
and
create
new
jobs
and
opportunities for new businesses.
So, what’s holding us back?
Legislation, legislation, legislation – or rather, the
pace of change. In order to capitalise on the
changes and opportunities in new technology,
we need to expedite the pace of change in
legislation – we need the policy formation, the
political willpower, local champions and the
ecosystem to come together and support this
potential industry.

Where is the growth going to come from?
If the NYSE and NASDAQ are any indication,
COVID has shown that the world is tech, and
that new businesses are in the tech industry. We
need to pivot into new fields, and the drone
industry offers interesting and surprising
opportunities.
Drones are essentially robots in the sky – they
can fly either pre-programmed with software or
be managed in flight. One of the most
fascinating things about this industry is the
abundance of offshoots – services are now
expected to make up 73,2% of this new
industry. You don’t need to be in the making of
drones, the parts, or the software – there are
plenty of other opportunities!

Who will benefit?
This is an industry that offers an opportunity to
level the playing field. Twice as many women
enter the drone industry than traditional
aviation. People with disabilities can fly drones
or even teach people how to fly drones! It’s an
especially appealing industry for youth – tech is
sexy and an aviation/tech industry is the new
frontier.

The opportunity today lies in creating a
brand-new industry.
One that can create jobs, develop new
opportunities for small businesses, youth, people
with disabilities and women.
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Women and Drones Africa(W&DA) is a dynamic
group that features people from all around the world
showcasing trailblazing women who are in the drone
industry.
W&DA was established by Louise Jupp, a qualified
drone pilot and licensed drone instructor, and Kim
James, a SACAA Commercial drone operator in
security, surveys and advisory.
They host weekly online Fireside Chats where industry
insights, case studies, services and best practice
guidance, among other similar topics are discussed.
To join their Fireside Chats, click here:
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZElduvrDktG9NsAZUbpfyv0f6vR2r_WvZo
Connect with them on LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/womenanddro
nes/

Stuff we like

Meet Rob Corbett, a disabled artist and
quadriplegic drone pilot/instructor from Virginia,
USA. His YouTube channel "Flight takes many forms"
showcases him, as well as other unique and diverse
people, operating drone technology.
Rob is a 10.5-year United State’s Air Force veteran.
In 2016 he suffered a spinal cord injury rendering
him paralysed from the chest down. Since then, he
has been exploring the use of drones for
rehabilitative and vocational purposes.
Along the way he has developed friendships with
drone pilots from around the globe. He is using his
voice to highlight the people behind the controls
and advocate for more inclusive skies. His work is
inspiring!
Rob’s YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPiuhYv2bk36
SIVNPSdsOZw

“Bringing flight to those who may otherwise be grounded!”
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Drone Publication Webinars and
Feedback
AIfE
launched
its
inaugural publication with
a team of experts at the
South African Innovation
Summit (SAIS), which is the
largest summit on the
continent that focuses on
technology.
Following this, the NGO
conducted
its
own
webinars, which received
3000+
global
engagements
in
four
weeks, with participants
from over 34 different
countries.

One key webinar was done in
conjunction with Women and
Drones Africa (W&DA), which has
been an ongoing collaborative
partnership.

Kevin Jamison, who is the Principal Systems Engineer at
CSIR, said the following:

The publication has received
recognition
and
positive
feedback from industry experts
for its contributions.

What’s really exciting for us at AIfE is that we are now being approached by
angel investors who are looking to make investments in the industry, as well as
entrepreneurs who are launching new businesses. If you’d like to learn more
about this, contact us.
If you have a group of interested individuals/companies who would like to know
more about the drone industry, we offer short online free educational talks about
our study.

AIFE WELCOMES COLLABORATIONS AND PARTNERSHIPS. We are in discussions and affiliated with several different
organisations, including Women & Drones Africa and the South African Innovation Summit, among others.
If you would like to know more about our collaborations and partnerships, please contact us on info@aife.africa
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Meet the AIfE Founders
Tamiko Sher – Co-founder and Executive Director, AIfE
Tamiko is a Co-founder, AIfE board member and Executive Director with more than
30 years of experience in entrepreneurship and consulting. She is dedicated to
about creating long-term, sustainable solutions for her colleagues, partners, and
clients through the power of collaboration and her work is driven by social purpose
and impact. She holds a Bachelor of Science, Business Administration degree from
San Diego State University; a multi-disciplinary Master of Arts, International Affairs,
University of California; and a Bachelor of Arts Honours in Creative Writing from the
University of the Witwatersrand. Tamiko is passionate about entrepreneurship and is
committed
to
providing
solutions
that
work
towards
helping
others. www.linkedin.com/in/tamikosher/

Dr Jabulile Msimango-Galawe: Co-founder and Board Member, AIfE
Jabulile is a Co-founder and AIfE board member, Managing Director of DrJ Business
Support (Pty) Ltd, and the Programme Director of the MM – Business and Executive
Coaching at the Wits Business School. She is an entrepreneur, statistician, business
coach, mentor, facilitator, public speaker, researcher, and senior lecturer. She
holds a PhD in Entrepreneurship (Wits Business School) and an MSc in Mathematical
Statistics – Risk Analysis (University of the Free State). She has about 20 years of
working experience, with corporate experience including statistical analysis, risk
analysis, trading, and management consulting. DrJ, as she is known, mentors and
supports young entrepreneurs and is very passionate about people development
and entrepreneurship, especially the development and sustainability of small
businesses in South Africa. www.linkedin.com/in/jabulile/

Dr Tsiliso Tamasane: Co-founder and Board Member, AIfE
Tsiliso Tamasane is a Co-founder and AIfE board member, a Senior Manager in
strategy and planning at the Services SETA and part-time lecturer at UNISA. He has
more than 15 years of senior management experience in strategy planning, project
management and science research in the fields of community development,
labour market, education, health, and entrepreneurship. He is passionate about
youth development, especially entrepreneurship development in the 4IR field.
Tsiliso holds a PhD from the University of Cape Town and is a recipient of Canadian
Department of Foreign Affairs Scholarship (British University of Columbia),
Commonwealth Scholarship (University of York, UK) and Nelson Mandela Fellowship
(Human Sciences Research Council), and has extensive work experience in
Southern and East Africa. www.linkedin.com/in/tsiliso-tamasane-a7457084/

We’d like to give special mention to our board members and advisory panel, Paolo Coelho, Sybil Kekana,
Richard Humphries and Guy Harris.
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aife-african-institute-for-entrepreneurship
AIfE.Africa
@AIfE_Africa_
www.youtube.com/channel/UCHYIZln3Jdv5k72S9hBC0AQ

E: info@aife.africa
T: +27 11 726 7643
www.aife.africa

The drone industry is on the verge of making an
evolutionary leap
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